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Manifesto

About Us

Placement Strategy

Brokerbility was founded in 2006 as a group of

The Cornerstone of our
Business Model

like-minded, high quality and regional independent
brokers that share common values and goals.

A Power of Three partnership between Client, Broker

Brokerbility today represents a wide range of talent, skills,

and Insurer is key to mutual success with placement

knowledge, modern thinking, ideas and enthusiasm to

characterised by a unique philosophy:

deliver client solutions.

Our Values

•

Share the Gain and Share the Pain

•

Test and Learn Together

A winning relationship with Key Insurer Partners delivers:
•

Committed to Independence

•

Claims support

•

Ethical practice

•

Exclusivity

•

Clients at the centre of everything we do

•

Joint prospecting and marketing

•

Professional Excellence

•

Access to dedicated resource

•

Integrity in the Market Place

•

Recognition of the quality the broker brings to
placement

Brokerbility has a track record of delivering value to all its
stakeholders marking us out as a leading contributor to the
UK insurance market.

Our Philosophy
Society is undertaking a radical repositioning and traditional assumptions about clients and business behaviour needs a
modern perspective. At Brokerbility, we recognise a seamless partnership between Client, Broker and Insurer is crucial to
mutual value and client peace of mind.
We recognise:
•

Client attitudes and buying habits are changing

•

Insurers will only focus time, effort and resources on winning relationships

•

Broking has to adapt to meet the new realities of digitalisation, law reform and regulation

Understanding and managing the psychology of relationships is a new challenge and as a forward thinking business we
accept we have to adapt too.
As an elite club of regional independent brokers steeped in UK business, we feel best placed to meet these new challenges
to bring unique advantages to clients.
•

Claims excellence – and a ‘we get claims settled’ outlook

•

Quality service delivered with a personal touch

•

Highly skilled, qualified staff who provide peace of mind

•

Industry leading solutions combined with local know how

•

Unique and exclusive quality products and ‘art of the possible’ technology development

•

Investment in local talent and skills through the Brokerbility Academy Apprentice scheme

•

Winning relationships with carefully selected Key Insurer Partners in a seamless Power of Three Relationship

Key Stakeholders

Our Members

Our People

We have strict rules for membership and are

Our technical broking skills enable us to deliver

governed by a core operating philosophy of

peace of mind to all our clients and our teams have

professionalism, quality, integrity and trust.

clear direction and believe in what we do.

Our Clients

Our Insurer Partners

We understand our clients’ needs and have easily

We focus time, effort, resources and leadership

understood processes and relationships that inspire

on “win win” strategic partnerships with carefully

them to want to do business with us.

selected insurers.

Managing the
art of the possible in
technology development
with clients, users and
Insurers through the
broker owned
BrokerTech subsidiary

Delivering
industry
standard
Delivering
industry
Giving
expert
advice on
customer
succession
planning
and
standard
client
solutions
sclientestablishing
shareholder
management
through establishing
winning relationships
winning
relationships
of mutual
value with of
mutualpartners
value with
insurer
insurer partners

Continuously assessing
the trading environment
to set up businesses,
teams and individuals
to win and retain client
confidence

Promoting Chartered
Status as our quality
standard and investing
in talent and skills
through the Brokerbility
Academy

Lobbying on the
key industry issues
and acting with
one voice

Giving expert advice
on succession planning
and shareholder
management

Delivering
Value
to our

Members

Supporting
acquisition activity
including funding
options

Championing claims
excellence through
benchmarking delivery
against industry standards
and managing the impact
of emerging trends on
behalf of our clients

Facilitating
the sharing of
knowledge and best
practice in member
forums

Creating
opportunities to grow
and trade efficiently
through unique and
exclusive quality
propositions traded on
the BIG platform

Remaining
staunchly
independent but
with the placing
strength of a
national

Commitment to
championing the
regional independent
broker as best able
to deliver peace of
mind to clients

What does a Brokerbility Member look like?
Key Features of Membership

Delivery

•

Leading regional, commercial, professional,
scheme and niche business with a clear vision
and direction for the future

•

Commitment to remaining staunchly
independent

•

Reputation for technical broking expertise and
professionalism

•

Minimum GWP £10M or demonstrate potential
to grow to £10M GWP

•

A client centric outlook in all we do

•

Commitment to supporting the BIG portal and
the Group placement strategy

•

A high performance culture which helps attract
and retain talented individuals

•

Loss ratios consistently outperforming the
market

•

An approach to claims management that
supports the “we get claims settled” branding

•

Commitment to Chartered status as the quality
standard for the group

•

Culture of governance, risk management and
compliance embedded in the business

•

Upper quartile status in Insurers’ satisfaction
surveys

•

Highly ethical with an operating philosophy of
professionalism, quality, integrity and trust

•

Embracing and displaying group behaviour

An elite club of
regional independent
brokers steeped in
UK business

Brokerbility members are
well placed to meet these new
challenges, bringing unique
advantages to clients

Partnership Criteria with Insurer Partners
Defined by a Share the Gain and Share the Pain Philosophy

Partnership Characteristics

Partnership Strategy

Success Criteria

•

A clear and shared vision with
exclusive partner status

•

Dedicated teams who
understand Brokerbility

•

Transparent incentives aligned
to strategic goals

•

Demonstrable long term
approach to the relationship

•

Shared business planning

•

•

Structured approach to
relationship building at
executive and trading levels

•

Risk appetite fit with our aims

Exceed key satisfaction criteria
in claims and service delivery

•

Joint marketing and
prospecting

•

•

Business model with ease of
access to decision makers

•

Client focused marketing

Shared approach to
continuously reviewing and
benchmarking the capabilities
needed to win

•

Specific client management
tailored to segmentation

•

Joint approach to financial
models, scenario planning and
risk mitigation

•

Easy access to underwriters

•

•

Speedy claims resolution

Tripartite long term relationship
between Client, Broker and
Insurer partner

•

Master class standard learning
and development

•

Bi-annual reciprocal satisfaction
surveys with structured
feedback and actions

•

•

Agreed approach to
communications that supports
and energises the relationship
Fully transparent data that
allows speedy and timely policy
decisions

•

Terms and conditions captured
in a service and support
agreement with an agreed
renewal cycle

•

Long term delivery focus
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